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Abstract
While debugging technology has advanced in
recent
years,
particularly
through
the
incorporation of graphical user interfaces, there is
still a need for new advances to improve the
efficiency of the process. As software applications
continue to become ever more complex this need
is continuing to increase. This work is a follow on
to the visualization work that has been ongoing for
a number of years and applies steering metaphors
to the debugging process to address the
inefficiency of those parts of the debugging cycle
in which a developer has identified an error and
must identify and incorporate a verified
correction. In this way, the developer can change
the code dynamically during run-time without the
need to leave the debugging environment until the
correct modifications have been determined,
greatly improving the efficiency of the debugging
process.
Keywords: Visualization, Debugging,
Interactive Computational Steering

1. Introduction
Recent software development tools have been
incorporating a greater extent of visual
capabilities than ever before. Graphical user
interfaces are common place in debuggers and
visual languages. Many of these ideas are derived

from previous research projects and are geared
towards developing environments that are easier
to use. This derives from the fact that most
debuggers are not used or are not used adequately
due to their high learning curve. By incorporating
a greater visual paradigm, making the use of such
debugging environments easier, the environments
receive greater use and thereby increase the
productivity of the developer by improving the
efficiency of the debugging cycle. For example, in
the textual version of most debuggers the user
would have to type a command such as “break 26”
to halt execution on line 26. In a visual paradigm
the user must merely locate the correct line and
click in the left side of the window to turn on a
break point, most other features have similar
visual characteristics. These visual environments
also allow the user to view activity in multiple
windows (views) simultaneously. In this way, the
user can be examining the code in one window
and selected data values and attributes in a second
window. Past research has applied visualization to
deal with the need to represent large amounts of
data under the debugger control [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6],
since clearly textual representations will be
inadequate.
However, these tools and advances are still
greatly limited and do not reduce some of the most
time consuming aspects of the debugging process,
namely error identification and error correction.
Our recent work has been geared towards applying
visual steering to greatly improve these aspects of

the debugging process [7]. In a typical
environment, even one that provides extensive
visual capabilities, the user is required to return to
the original source code to make modifications
and “hopefully” correct the error. Unfortunately,
most of the time it takes several iterations before
the correct modifications are determined that will
completely eradicate the error within the code.
This aspect of the debugging process
consumes an enormous amount of time during
which the developer is being primarily
unproductive. The steps involved generally
require that the source code be modified with the
proposed change, the source code be saved, the
source code be recompiled, the application be
re-executed, and the program be re-run to the
point of the fault. If you consider a large software
project, each recompilation of the environment
can take several minutes. Execution of the
environment, to get to the location of the
previously identified error, can also take several
minutes, perhaps longer depending on the nature
of the environment. Some simulations can take
hours or days to get to a particular point. Even in
shorter run environments the user must reload the
correct data and specify parameters correctly. This
process alone is prone to human error.
This paper describes our research into visual
steering of the debugging process. In particular,
we are looking at methods for allowing the user to
dynamically change the programs behavior, i.e.,
changing aspects of the source code, during
run-time through steering. This capability
combined with other visualization and steering
capabilities begins to provide an environment that
truly has the potential to reduce the time
consumed by the debugging process.

2. Previous Work
The visual representation of data on both
serial (Balsa [8]) and parallel and distributed
systems (Maritxu [1], IVE [9], Prism [2], VisCon
[3, 4, 5, 7]) has been given substantial attention.
Visual representation of data in debugging,
performance
tuning,
and
application
comprehension tasks has become common.
However, the usefulness of the techniques has
been hindered by the limited application of

interaction and steering and the limited scope of
the data that is represented. Parallel and
distributed systems, in particular, have received an
enormous amount of effort directed at providing
additional tools to aid in their analysis, a
consequence of their complexity.
Interactive computational steering [10] is a
technique through which the user can change
parameters on the fly to help direct the program
execution to more interesting results and to gain
greater understanding of the data [11]. Steering
has been applied to many areas, both serial and
parallel. Falcon provides steering of large-scale
parallel programs to improve application
performance and affects the application’s
execution behavior [12]. Progress is a toolkit for
providing steering in any application through
instrumentation, primarily geared towards steering
long running parallel programs [13]. SCIRun is
design to aid comprehension of cause-effect
relationships in large scale computations [14, 15].
CUMULVS provides a general interactive steering
environment through the implementation of a
check pointing mechanism that provides fault
tolerance and speeds error identification and
correction [16, 17]. These environments have
found many benefits from steerable environments,
including:
• Greater understanding of the data and the
effect of various parameters
• Improved application performance by
directing
execution
around
branches
identifiable as not leading towards a viable
solution
• Aided detection of errors
• Aided comprehension of the algorithm and
the theoretical basis of the algorithm
• Improved performance through manual load
balancing
All of these environments require that the user
manually instrument the program, identifying code
or data elements that the programmer believes will
be desirable to be modified during execution. This
limited use of instrumentation is due primarily to
concerns of possible performance degradation and
the need to maintain high rates of execution but
adds another level of human error and time
consumption.

3. The VisCon Environment
The VisCon environment is designed to
provide an interactive computational steering
environment for program comprehension and
debugging. VisCon provides a fine grain
instrumentation
environment
suitable
for
automatic instrumentation. The environment
consequently incurs a greater performance hit than
seen in the previously discussed steering
environments. However, this fine grain
instrumentation provides instant access to all
variables in the application, a necessity for true
debugging when it is not known where an error
may occur within the source code or which
variables will contribute to the error. The
environment is not geared towards performance
tuning and thus the performance should not be an
issue. There is of course the potential for
substantial impact due to the probe effect. Errors
susceptible to probe type effects will require
additional capabilities to detect and correct.
An important goal for our work is to provide
techniques that will allow the user to interact
directly with the executing program and make
changes without having to restart the program.
Our desire was to provide capabilities to aid the
user in gaining an in-depth understanding of the
program in a timely fashion without having to
waste time editing, compiling, and rerunning the
program. To this end, we explored the
applicability of interactive computational steering
to the debugging of programs.

To modify an instruction, the user will pause
the execution of the application, provided by VCR
like controls incorporated into the steering
environment, and bring up the instruction editor.
The user types in the new operation or equation
that is then stored in a list associated with the
original instruction (Figure 1). An integrated
interpreter and parser evaluate this new equation
whenever necessary.
The user can change any instruction within the
program. Namely, the user can change not only a
single operation within an equation but also the
entire equation with a single replacement
equation. If the user modifies an instruction more
than once then the last modification takes
precedence and provides the result applied. This
technique can be quite useful in controlling
applications. It allows modification to a routine
dynamically without recompiling or even leaving
the executing environment, greatly improving the
debugging process. Once an error is identified and
located using the visualization tools the
instruction steering techniques can be used to
apply a proposed change. Execution continues
from that location, with no need to exit the
environment, recompile, or attempt to relocate the
error. The user can immediately validate the
proposed change. Should the change not be
sufficient then further modifications can be
applied. This allows the user to completely verify
the correctness of a proposed solution before
returning to the actual source code, greatly
reducing the time requirements of the debugging
cycle.

4. Dynamic Instruction Modification
Our steering paradigm allows the modification
of any instruction or command within the source
code during the execution of the application. The
steering may be performed both at the level of
individual instructions and at the equation level;
i.e., modifying an assignment operation. In
locations where user changes to an instruction
occurs, the environment provides visual feedback
to indicate when those modified instructions are
being executed. This is indicated through the
incorporation of an indicator within the status bar,
similar to a LED indicator.

5. Instrumentation for Instruction
Level Steering
The following code segment shows how
instrumentation instructions within a program can
allow the modification of the algorithm. The
equation to solve for a variable, res, is
res=a*b+c+1. We add instrumentation instructions
for each operation (*, +, +, and =). The user can
modify a single operation; i.e., the user can change
the multiplication to be division or the
multiplication to be a whole equation in and of
itself. Alternatively, the user can modify the
assignment operation to change the entire equation

Func(int a, b, c)
{
int res;
res=(opres=a*b, opres=instr(ID, MULT, a, b, opres) +c,
opres=instr(ID+1, ADD, internal, c, opres)+1,
opres=instr(ID+2, ADD, internal, 1, opres)),
opres=instr(ID+3, ASSIGN, internal, internal, opres);
printf("%d\n", res);
}
int instr(int ID, int operator, int operand1, int operand2, int
result)
{
if (checkModified(ID))
internal=modifiedResults(ID, operand1, operand2);
else
internal=result;
return internal;
}
Figure 1: Example source code showing code instrumentation paradigm.

as a whole in a single swoop. If you look at the
sample code (Figure 1) for the instrumentation
instruction itself you can see that all the
instrumentation instruction need do is check a
database to see if the user has applied a
modification to the instruction currently under
investigation. If the user has applied a
modification then the application uses the results
of the modified instruction for the remainder of
the computation rather than the original results.
Otherwise, the application uses the original
results. The use of the comma operator to add
instrumentation instructions ensures that the
remainder of the equation will use the value
returned by the instrumentation instructions
correctly. This allows the instrumentation
instruction to control completely the value used by
the remainder of the equation.

6. Example
Figure 2 shows an example of instruction
modification in action. Figure 2a shows random
values being generated by a sample algorithm with
a simple visual representation of the data values
being generated. Figure 2b shows that the
generation of values has been modified to be equal

to a variable within the code called “counter”,
which is in fact the loop counter. All variable
instantiations are themselves instrumented. This
allows the environment to provide immediate
access to all available variables through the
graphical user interface. When the scope of a
variable is reached it is subsequently deleted from
the list of variables.
Since the loop counter generates values
outside our expected range of 0..255 the elements
are highlighted in red. In the environment, the
range of expected values is configurable,
providing an additional level of verification within
the visualization display. Figure 2c shows the
refinement process involved in modifying
instructions. We modify our instruction to
modulos the “counter” variable by 256. This gives
us values back in our expected range of 0..255.
Figure 2d shows the removal of the modified
instructions. Ultimately, any set of expressions
could be integrated into the command
modifications.
A more subtantive example can be considered
with a quick sort routine. The steering routines
will allow the user to experiment with different
equations for generating the partition element.
Thus, given typical data for an application an

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 2: Sample application of instruction level steering.

optimal partition element algorithm can be
selected in a timely fashion. There is no need to
recompile the code. The different algorithms can
be entered and compared for performance
considerations. The most effective algorithm can
then be incorporated into the actual source code.
Such a paradigm is much more efficient than the
typical paradigm that would require that the
source code be modified, recompiled, and
re-executed. In fact, viewing the execution of one
particular algorithm may lead to the derivation of
an effective algorithm based on the viewed
behavior. This is a common goal of steering
environments to add another level of efficiency.

The techniques we are developing will apply
to a wide variety of environments. In particular,
the steering metaphors will apply across system
architectures and will apply to serial as well as
parallel and distributed systems. By providing
such consistent interfaces across architectures the
environments become much more familiar and
easier to use. Parallel and distributed systems will
need additional capabilities to deal with their
unique characteristics but the majority of the
process will essentially remain identical.
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